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WOOD • GAS • PELLET WOOD • GAS • PELLET 
COAL • ELECTRIC • OILCOAL • ELECTRIC • OIL

116 Warn Pond Road, Rte. 12 South, Oxford, NY

Financing
Available

COAL STOVES • BOILERS • FURNACES

FACTORY AUTHORIZED DEALER & PARTSFACTORY AUTHORIZED DEALER & PARTS

“Designing Kitchens for more than 40 years.”
“Rated the best built cabinet in America 
by the leading consumers magazine.”

Affordable quality cabinets and 
complete design services.

The Only Independent/Family Owned 
Kitchen Design Center in the Area

(607) 843-9834 • www.fabershome.com

BAGGED 
PELLETS & COAL

SPECIAL
FINANCING 
AVAILABLE

FLOORING

COUNTERTOPS

• Hardwood
• Laminate
• Luxury Vinyl 

Plank & Tile
• Tile
• Luxury Sheet Vinyl

Laminate • Quartz • Granite

116 Warn Pond Rd., Rte. 12 South, Oxford
607-843-2000
Hours: Mon., Tues., Wed., & Fri. 10 am-5 pm, 
Thurs. 10 am-6 pm; Sat. 9 am-1 pm
www.countrysideoxford.com

WE WELCOME 
DO-IT-YOURSELFERS & CONTRACTORS
Your #1 Home Improvement Resource

Looking For A New
Kitchen or Bath in 2021?

COME TO THE
#1 DESIGN CENTER 

IN CHENANGO
COUNTY.

JUST MINUTES FROM OXFORD!

18

No Power?  No Problem!
Don’t be left out in the cold this winter.  A Fireplace Xtrordinair® or Lopi® hearth 
appliance can provide your family with warmth & comfort even when the power 
goes out!  P.S. - You can even use your Lopi to cook on!  Now is the perfect time 
to invest in a beautiful Fireplace Xtrordinair® or Lopi® gas or wood heater.  Come 
see our vast selection of fireplaces, inserts and stoves that can add the 
ambiance of fire to any home.  Talk to us about your creative vision of fire and let 
us help you ignite the fire within.
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Remodeling a kitchen adds value to a home. Remodeling Magazine’s “Cost 
vs. Value Report” indicates mid-range kitchen remodels cost about $66,000, 
and homeowners can expect to recover about 60 to 80 percent of that cost at 
resale.
Homeowners may wonder if remodeling their kitchens is worth the 
investment. But homeowners should not just consider cost, but also the 

current conditions of their kitchens when 
deciding if a renovation project is the right 
move to make. These signs indicate it may be 
time to renovate a kitchen.
• Breakers are triggered: If the lights go dark 
from a tripped circuit breaker every time you 
try to microwave and run the toaster oven at the 
same time, your wiring is likely not up to the 
task of handling the workload and could be out 
of date. A kitchen remodel will assess wiring 
load needs and an electric overhaul may be 
necessary.
• Lack of storage: One of the biggest hassles 

homeowners encounter in their kitchens is a lack of storage space. If making 
a meal involves a Jenga-like stacking and rearranging of kitchen tools, or if 
an avalanche occurs whenever you search for an item, you might need more 
storage. A carefully planned redesign can achieve this, even in a smaller 
kitchen.
• Outdated appliances: Even if your appliances are not avocado green or 
mustard yellow relics of the 1970s, they might still need to be replaced. 
According to CRD Design, appliances are only expected to last around 10 to 
15 years. If appliances have become unsafe or energy hogs, it could be time 

Signs it is time 
to overhaul 
your kitchen

for a remodel.
• Family is expanding (or shrinking): Kitchens often are the heart of a 
home. They need to meet the needs of the family that resides in that home. A 
remodel can add space as needed. On the flip side, when a couple becomes 
empty nesters, kitchens can be redesigned and downsized to reflect their new 
needs and desires, such as the addition of a wine chiller or espresso station.
• Poor lighting: Task lighting is essential in a kitchen, but older homes may 
not be equipped with lighting where it’s most needed. A carefully designed 
remodel can improve lighting with under-cabinet lights, pendants, overhead 
lighting, and even natural light to make the space attractive and more 
functional.
• Frequent run-ins: The notion that you can have too many cooks in the 
kitchen refers to having too many people trying to pitch in or offer their 
opinions. However, it also can apply to when too many people are gathering 
in a small space. Redesigning a kitchen can improve the efficiency of a space 
and make the room feel larger.
• Aesthetic appeal: Many kitchen remodels have been inspired by unsightly 
kitchens. Cosmetic changes can lead to big improvements. 
Kitchen renovations can add instant appeal and help address issues that tend 
to plague outdated rooms.  TF21A428

Redesigning a 
kitchen can 
improve the 
efficiency of a 
space and 
make the room 
feel larger.

Twin Valley, L.L.C.
Wholesale & Retail Lumber

- ENHANCING YOUR HOME 
WITH THE BEAUTY OF WOOD -

All major northeast species of 
Hardwoods & Softwoods

• Dimensional lumber - S2S & S4S
• Hardwood Flooring • Moldings
• V-grooved Paneling
Contractors, Woodshops & Hobbyists 

are always welcome!

NYS Rte. 8, Bainbridge, NY 13733
Ph: 607•563•4300
Fx: 607•563•3030

M-F: 7:00-4:00, Sat: 8:00-1:00
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278 Atswell Rd., Richfield Springs

315-858-0841
Mon.-Fri. 8 am - 5 pm  •  Sat. 8 am - 3 pm  •  CLOSED SUNDAY

3 Pc. Poly 

Furniture Set

$875

12’x28’ 
Garage

$7,165
or 

$33171 /mo. for 
36 months

10’x16’ 
Storage Building

$3,245
or 

$15023 /mo. for 
36 months

• All framing 16’’ on center

• 3/4’’ Tongue & Groove Flooring

• Smartside Siding

• Lifetime Architectural Shingles
* No credit check, pay within 90 days same as cash price

* *

Spray foam insulation is one of the best solutions for homeowners who are 
serious about optimizing home performance; but, insulating the whole 
house may not be feasible or within the homeowner’s budget.
Don’t rule out the spray foam option just yet.
By concentrating on certain areas of the home that are most susceptible to 
energy loss or inconsistent temperatures, homeowners can maximize their 
budget and minimize energy costs. Spray foam insulation manufacturer, 

Icynene (www.icynene.com), guides home improvers to immediate energy 
savings -- and comfort -- with these rewarding insulation upgrades:
Attics: If your energy costs are “through the roof,” consider insulating 
your attic with a two-in-one spray foam insulation and air barrier. 
Insulating and air-sealing the attic floor is likely your best option for 
increasing energy efficiency and getting the best return on your insulation 
investment.
To improve home performance and comfort without having to spend 
money all at once, some Icynene contractors recommend insulating with 
Icynene in steps, but homeowners will notice results from the very first 
installation. And the very first recommendation the contractor usually 
makes is to insulate the attic floor because the energy savings can be 
considerable.
Additions and/or rooms over garage/porch: Bonus rooms offer desirable 
additional space, but they are often uncomfortable -- either too hot or too 
cold. In summer temperatures, an extra cooling zone can be required just 

Insulation Upgrades 
Deliver More Bang 
For Your Buck

 Comfort And Energy Efficiency In The 
Room Over The Garage Are Easily 

Achieved With Spray Foam Insulation.

• Huge Selection of Quality Flooring

Wall  to  Wall
WE’VE  GOT  YOU  COVERED!

• Financing Available

Located at 89 Main Street, Sidney NY 13838

Residential 
and commercial 

carpet, luxury 
vinyl, ceramic tile, 

& remnants.

Carpet and Vinyl Remnants 
available at discounted Prices

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 am - 7 pm; Sat. 9 am - 1 pm
Closed Sunday • 

KITCHEN CABINETS:

Showplace 
Cabinetry

ON SALE
CHEST AND UPRIGHT 

FREEZERS 
ARRIVING WEEKLY!
• 2.4 cu. ft. to 24.8 cu. ft.  • all manufacturers

VEP / WALDRON’S

See Our Full Line of

Washers & Dryers

FREE

In-Home Measuring!
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We’ll 
Haul 

It315*858*9024
607*434*3556

315*858*9024 • 607*434*3556

• Ponds 
Dug

• Excavating 
& Bulldozing 

• Driveways & Foundations

• Gravel/Stone Hauled 

• Septics Dug, Pumped & Repaired

10, 12, 15 & 20 YARD
DUMPSTERS 
AVAILABLE

Give us 
a call
and get
your 
dumpster
today!

You 
Fill 
It

NORWICH OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT
5876 County Rd. 32- East River Road, Norwich

607-334-4378
www.norwichope.com

8:00–5:30 Monday-Friday and 8:00-12:00 on Saturday

to cool the space and remove the humidity. In cold weather, it is common 
to find floors that are 10* cooler than the room.
The cause -- Air is leaking through the floor to or from the unconditioned 
garage below. Unfortunately, the conventional way of insulating the 
garage ceiling is often inadequate. It is almost impossible to install 
conventional insulation so that it stays in contact with the floor above. 
The other challenge is installing it accurately around bracing and 
bridging between joists. Air gaps usually exist between the floor and the 
insulation, compromising its R-value and performance.
The cure -- Making the bonus room a comfortable space can be easily 
achieved using spray foam insulation. Spray foam adheres to the 
construction material for a continuous air-seal and complete protective 
barrier. A product like Icynene fills and seals all gaps to minimize air 
leakage, potential condensation problems, and air quality issues. 
Homeowners can get comfortable in this room without cranking the A/C 
this summer.
More rewarding solutions are available online at 
www.insulationsmart.com.

Plumbing & Heating Specialists
Gilbert Plumbing and Heating 
has been providing quality 
plumbing and heating 
services for over 30 years.

We offer full heating 
equipment service 

including new 
installations, repairs and 

service contracts. 
We provide commercial 
and residential services 
for any heating or 
plumbing system 
installation and repairs.

Contact us for details 
or for an estimate.

24/7 EMERGENCY SERVICE
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
PO Box 96, Gilbertsville, NY 13776 607-783-2289

www.gilbertph.com

Gilbert Plumbing and 
Heating...Quality without 

Compromise!
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Renovating bathrooms is commonly at the top of home improvement to-do 
lists. Though some rooms around the house may remain timeless, 
bathrooms, like kitchens, show their age (and era) much more easily, which 
could be why homeowners are always on the lookout for new ideas.
Although many people may dream about creating a spa-type oasis in their 
homes, not everyone is lucky enough to have a large bathroom, much less a 
large budget for a full-scale renovation. Small bathrooms are common, 
particularly in older homes, but they needn’t force homeowners to 
compromise on style when renovating.
Small bathrooms may be a half-bath on a main home level or even a full 
bath, depending on the home. By thinking creatively, homeowners can 
maximize their spaces and redo bathrooms in ways that bring out their best 
assets.
• When space is at a premium, it’s best to look for fixtures and items that fit 

with the scale of the bathroom. Although you may want a large vanity and 
cabinet in which to hide all of your toiletries, this simply may not be 
practical -- taking up most of the bathroom real estate. Instead, look for 
elegant pedestal sinks that have a much smaller profile. They’ll also help 
you control the clutter in the bathroom because there won’t be anywhere to 
hide it.
• Use optical illusions to make the bathroom appear more roomy. For 
example, lay tile diagonally to create the impression of space. A large mirror 
will reflect the room back and make it appear much larger than it really is.
• Select lighter hues in paint colors and accessories. Dark paints and fixtures 
could make the room feel cramped. Dark colors are generally used to make 
spaces feel more cozy. In a small bathroom, it may make the space feel 
claustrophobic. Instead, think light and bright and the room will instantly 
feel more airy.

Make the Most of 
small Bathrooms....

• Minimize wall hangings 
and keep fixtures smaller. 
Filling the walls with 
knickknacks may 
contribute to clutter and 
make the space appear 
closed in. Use decorative 
items sparingly.
• If possible, store towels in 
a closet outside of the 
bathroom. This way you 
won’t have to devote space 
inside the bathroom to a 
closet, leaving more room 
for other things.
• While some people like 
the thought of a separate 
bath and shower, in smaller 
bathrooms this may not be 
possible. Instead, look for a 
combined shower and bath, 
or select a walk-in shower 
with a much smaller 
profile. 
• Windows are often welcome in bathrooms because of the ventilation they 
provide, but they could be a hindrance in smaller bathrooms because they 
take up prime wall space. Cover a window in a shower stall to free up space. 
Just be sure to install a venting fan to reduce moisture in the bathroom.
• Maximize wall space if you need storage. Find cabinets that will fit 
beneath windows or be able to fit in thin areas between sinks and toilets. 
Over the toilet is prime area for cabinetry.
• Consider a frameless shower. This is a partitioned area of the bathroom 
that’s set aside for the shower and is typically only cordoned off by a thin 
wall or piece of glass. Or a shower with no walls at all is the ultimate in 
space-saving. The entire bathroom floor is decked out in tile, and a portion is 
sloped toward a shower drain. 
• Think about installing a skylight if you prefer natural light, but there is no 
room for a traditional window.
Thinking creatively can help turn a cramped bathroom into a space-saving 
and well-designed room homeowners desire.

A Frameless Shower Can Take Up 
Less Space In A Small Bathroom.

Little Falls Carpet’s

LITTLE FALLS CARPETLITTLE FALLS CARPET
556 East Main Street, Little Falls  315-823-3200

Hrs: Monday-Friday 10-4, Saturday 10-1, Closed Sunday
We Make Nice Things Happen!

www.littlefallscarpet.com

CALL FOR A FREE IN HOME ESTIMATE
We bring prices and samples to your home. No Obligations.

Installed Carpet Special!!!
40 sq. yards wall-to-wall carpet installed over pad
Good Group I- 
40 sq. yds. with 
good 
pad

Better Group II- 
40 sq. yds. with 
better 
pad

Best Group III- 
40 sq. yds. with 
best
pad

SAVE 25% OFF ALL IN STOCK MERCHANDISE
Just Arrived 75 Carpet Remnants!

Starting at

Room Size 
Carpet Rems

$39 69¢
From

Reg. 
$99

LVP & LVT Click Vinyl Flooring

40%SAVE UP TO
Reg. $3.99 sq. ft.- Now only $2.89 sq. ft.
16 styles to choose from-100% vinyl & waterproof 

Vinyl IVC Sheet 
Good Remnants 

$15
Starting at

each 
and up

In Stock IVC Vinyl 
Sheet Goods 

Sq. 
Ft.

 (8 rolls to choose from)

Gift Certificates Available Starting Our 50th Year in Flooring Business

$799 $899 $999

OFF RETAIL

Glue Down Tile 
or Plank

$1.89 sq.
ft.

FANTASTIC BUY!

SPECIAL HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 10-4, Sat. 10-1
Stop In and Check Out Our In Store Specials!
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Nappi Tile and Marble
• Cash & Carry retail store just like big box stores,
    only way better! Our experts can get you all you
    need for your DIY project.
• True one-stop shop! We fully stock tools and
    materials for ANY kitchen or bath remodels.
• FINANCING NOW AVAILABLE! Choose from
    6, 12, or 18 month repayment options!

Wood floors are a worthwhile investment that can improve the beauty and 
function of just about any room in a home. Even though wood floors are 
durable, and new protective treatments help seal out many of the things that 
may have damaged floors in the past, homeowners still need to prioritize 
protecting their hardwood floors. 
Certain seasons of the year can be more harsh on wood floors than others. For 
example, seasons characterized by moisture and precipitation, particularly the 
early spring, winter and fall, can be hard on wood floors. The experts at 
ServiceMaster Clean say that cold, snowy days can damage wood floors, and 
Lumber Liquidators agrees that winter weather can be harsh on flooring.
Homeowners need not give up on hardwood if they live in an area that sees all 
four seasons. They just need to take a few steps to keep floors looking 
beautiful.
• Clean up the salt. Salt that keeps sidewalks and streets clear of snow and ice 
inadvertently gets tracked inside a home. Hard chunks of salt can scratch 
wood floors, and, if left to sit, that salt can eventually cause white marks and 
other stains. Routinely vacuuming and sweeping up salt is necessary to 
protect wood floors.
• Invest in shoe storage. Wet or snowy boots can create puddles around the 
house. Have a special mat or tray by the front door where wet shoes can be 
kept. A nice bench in the entryway makes it easy for residents and guests to 
remove their shoes until it’s time to go back outside.
• Use water-wicking mats. Homeowners will probably need a few extra mats 
around to tame errant drips and wipe shoes. Any entrance that might be used 
by people or pets should be protected. Try to avoid petroleum-based, rubber-

How to protect 
wood floors 
from inclement 
weather

backed mats, as they 
could discolor the 
wood floor.
• Control humidity 
indoors. Cold, dry air 
in a home can be 
problematic because 
the moisture in the 
wood can eventually 
evaporate into the air. 
The heat will suck 
that moisture from the 
flooring, causing it to 
shrink, creak and 
splinter and become 
more brittle. Think 
about investing in an 
in-line humidifier for 
the home’s HVAC 
system that can keep a 
moderate amount of 
humidity in the home. 
Hardwood 
floorboards are 
installed to 
accommodate minor 
temperature and 
humidity fluctuations. 
This is typically a 
range of between 60 
and 80 degrees F with 
a relative humidity 
range of 35 to 55 
percent, advises 
ServiceMaster.
• Use the right cleaning products. Avoid excessive water to clean wood floors, 
and select soaps that are specially designed for wood flooring. Consult with 
the flooring manufacturer for a list of detergents that are safe to use.
With proper care, hardwood flooring can survive rain, snow and cold weather.  
FH198119
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